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Bangladesh' Ethiopia' Nicaragua' Nigeria' Tanzania' Vietnam'
'
Proposed'list'of'site'integration+'countries:'
Burkina'Faso' Cameroon' DRC' Ghana'
India' Kenya' Malawi' Mali'
Mozambique' Nepal' Niger' Rwanda'
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a.       Agree$on$the$‘plan$and$schedule’$for$developing$site$integration,$both$for$the$immediate$task$of$developing$the$
country$work$plan$and$for$the$longer$term 
b.      Share$the$information$about$their$planned$CRP$activities$in$that$country$and$identify$where$there$are$the$most$
obvious$major$opportunities$for$overlap$and$coordinating$the$work$across$CRPs,$both$in$terms$
of$thematic$work$and$in$terms$of$geographies.$At$this$point,$the$idea$is$not$to$get$down$to$detail$
or$to$make$plans,$it$is$only$to$provide$a$very$preliminary$sketch$of$potential$synergies.$This$will$
help$to$respond$to$the$request$to$“provide$relevant$elements”$from$each$CRP$for$developing$site$
integration$in$that$country,$if$I$am$interpreting$that$request$correctly.$
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Each$CRP$focal$point$in$that$country$will$then$be$in$a$position$to$draft$a$paragraph$for$the$3rd$column$in$Template$2b$
that$is$harmonized$with$the$agreed$process$and$reflects$the$preliminary$discussions$with$the$other$CRPs.$
The$idea$would$be$to$state$the$obvious$in$that$paragraph,$i.e.$that$the$CRP$is$planning$to$continue$
engaging$fully$in$the$site$integration$process$being$planned$in$that$country,$but$to$go$a$little$bit$beyond$
that$statement$to$give$a$couple$of$concrete$headlines$of$areas$for$integration$being$explored.$Nadia$is$
circulating$shortly$updated$guidance$for$the$site$integration$processes$that$includes$a$set$of$10$elements$to$
be$considered$as$site$integration$actions$going$forward:$this$will$be$helpful$as$a$list$of$prompts$for$
brainstorming$on$what$might$be$proposed.$Kwesi$has$also$developed$some$suggestions$that$he$will$be$
circulating,$too.$ 
$
The$result$would$be$a$common$set$of$answers$for$each$country$for$the$2nd$column$and$a$coordinated$set$of$CRPZ
specific$answers$for$each$country$for$the$3rd$column.”$
'Submission'of'site'integration'plans'(29'April'2016)'
 
•! Submit'what:'The'Site'Integration'plan'should'be'a'document'of'no'more'than'10'
•! Submit'from'who:'Lead'Center(s)'of'Site'Integration'
•! Submit'when:'Friday'29th'April'2016''''''
•! Submit'to'who'and'how:'Please'send'the'site'integration'plans'to'the'CGIAR'Consortium'Office'by'email'to'[coU
siteintegration@cgiar.org]'
'Continued'refinement'of'site'integration'through'CRP'proposals'and'site'integration'plans,'including'review'of'proposals,'review'of'plans,'and'continued'planning'
 
There'will'be'TWO'steps'for'continued'refinement'and'strengthening'of'site'integration'including:'
'
1.! Review'of'CRP'proposals'and'site'integration'plans'to'strengthen'CRPIIs''
According'to'the'Guidance'document'(page'21):'“The'Consortium'will'request'the'Lead'Centers'in'each'of'the'20'site'
integration'countries'to'review'whether'and'how'the'CRP'Full'proposals'align'with'the'country'coordination'and'site'
integration'plans.”'U'which'should'then'be'used'by'CRPs'in'the'revision'of'their'proposals'
'
2.! The'site'integration'plans'will'then'follow'the'next'steps:'
'
!! Site'Integration'Plans'will'be'uploaded'to'the'GCARD3'website'
!! CO'(possibly'with'some'external'support)'to'review'the'Site'Integration'plans'
!! CO'to'consolidate'into'a'single'document'outlining'the'addedUvalue'of'site'integration'for'the'2nd'phase'
portfolio'&'how'it'contributes'to'the'SRF'
!! Feedback'on'plans'to'be'provided'to'the'CRPs'along'with'the'review'feedback'from'ISPC'on'their'proposals'
[June'23rd]''Implementation'of'site'integration'in'2nd'Phase'Portfolio'(2017<'2022)'
 
Implementation'of'site'integration'will'be'based'on'the'site'integration'plans'and'how'these'support'the'CRPIIs'in'
achieving'the'SRF.'Some'clear'decisions'will'need'to'be'made'in'terms'of'how'site'integration'can'be'best'
implement,'such'as'the'key'role'of'who'will'lead'or'facilitate'this'process.'
